New Features and Enhancements

Jobs Manager

**Drop-down Lists**
In N1-Web, entries in the Originator, Appraiser 1, and Appraiser 2 drop-down lists in the Job Scheduler are now ordered alphabetically.

**Parcel ID Link**
In N1-Web the Parcel ID field on the Job Search results page now links to the Property. Clicking on the link takes the user to the General tab for that Property.

*Note: Some pop-up blockers will prevent the new tab from opening. Enable pop-ups on the page to allow the tab to open.*
Job Export Fields
Several additional fields have been added to N1-Web Job exports. The following fields have been added to Excel and PDF exports:
- Originator
- Created By
- Created Date
- Inspection Date
- Start Date
- End Date
- Property Name
- Property Type
- Property SubType

Search by Date Created
The ability to search by Date Created has been added to the Job Search drop-down menu in N1-Web.

Record Mgmt. Property Search Filters
When a record is selected for review or editing in the Property Search Results of N1-Web, it now opens in a new browser tab. This makes it possible to retain search criteria on the Search Properties page while opening individual records for review/editing.
*Note: Some pop-up blockers will prevent the new tab from opening. Enable pop-ups on the page to allow the tab to open.

Vacancy Rate Field
A new Vacancy Rate field has been added to the Overview section of the Multifamily Lease page.

Documentation New Documentation Website
The Documentation link in N1-Web now links to the new Narrative1 documentation website. This site contains updated documentation, support videos, and release notes. The Help links embedded in the Narrative1 Excel template have also been updated to point to the new documentation website.
Bug Fixes and Usability Improvements

**Fixed: Acreage Field**
When entering an acreage value greater than 1000, or an SF value that equaled more than 1000 acres, a bug in N1-Web caused the value to reset to zero. Additionally, when entering an acreage value of 1000 or greater on the General page of N1-Web, tabbing out of the cell reset the value to zero. These issues have been resolved; the values entered are now retained.

**Fixed: Spell Currency Formula**
A bug in the Values worksheet prevented the Fix Formulas function for Spell Currency from saving. This bug has been fixed.

**Fixed: No. of Seats**
The No. of Seats field was missing from the Improvements tab in N1-Web. This field has been added.

**Fixed: Acres to SF Conversion**
When converting Usable Acres to Usable SF on the Site tab of N1-Web, a bug caused values with a decimal to convert incorrectly. This bug has been fixed.
Fixed: Property Search Fields
Previously, when tabbing among several of the search fields in N1-Web, the order would proceed from top to bottom. This has been changed to horizontal tabbing, making these fields consistent with the other search fields. The new tabbing order can be seen in the screenshot below.